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 with hindi.i got an error and after i installed a software it didn't work. can anyone tell me what to do. help - my ubuntu says it's
out of date but I can't upgrade - any tips? jrib: how? diuneigh: by visiting Paradox: upgrade to 12.04 or wait. jrib: should I try
again with the update? jrib: I installed 12.04...how do I upgrade to 12.10? jrib: I'm not sure why it says out of date, I've been

using it for a while Paradox: I'd probably do a clean install after waiting. Otherwise, try an upgrade to 12.04. It's better to wait
for a point release, but can be risky if you're not careful diuneigh: you just upgrade to the latest release (12.10), there's no need

to go directly to 12.10 jrib: and how do I switch to the development channel? diuneigh: the channel is the same for ubuntu
releases jrib: I want to see if there is any pkg for Thunderbird-install-blob.exe on ubuntu 12.10 jrib: I've just been using this

machine for a while, I want to do a clean install jrib: not show up on synaptic..for a few days diuneigh: you should not need to.
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Paradox: clean install probably makes sense. What makes you think you need to upgrade though? jrib: some of my installed
packages weren't upgraded Paradox: all of the packages you currently have installed will be updated. If you had more than a few
packages, that's the point where you would have to worry. jrib: thanks Hi, I have a problem with my xubuntu 12.04, I have two

sound cards (one 520fdb1ae7
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